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STEM CELL THERAPY
Early stem cell research has traditionally been associated with the
controversial use of embryonic stem cells. The new focus is on non-embryonic
adult mesenchymal stem cells which are found in a person’s own blood, bone
marrow, and fat. Most stem cell treatment centers in the world are currently
using stem cells derived from bone marrow.
A recent technological breakthrough enables us to now use adipose (fat)
derived stem cells. Autologous stem cells from a person’s own fat are easy to
harvest safely under local anesthesia and are abundant in quantities up to
2500 times those seen in bone marrow.
Clinical success and favorable outcomes appear to be related directly to the
quantity of stem cells deployed. Once these adipose derived stem cells are
administered back in to the patient, they have the potential to repair human
tissue by forming new cells of mesenchymal origin, such as cartilage, bone,
ligaments, tendons, nerve, fat, muscle, blood vessels, and certain internal
organs such as the liver, lungs, heart, pancreas, adrenals, and the intestines.
Stem cells’ ability to form cartilage and bone makes them potentially highly
effective in the treatment of degenerative orthopedic conditions. Stem cells
are used extensively in Europe and Asia to treat these conditions.
We have anecdotal and experimental evidence that stem cell therapy is
effective in healing and regeneration. Stem cells seek out damaged tissues in
order to repair the body naturally. The literature and internet is full of
successful testimonials but we are still awaiting definitive clinical studies
demonstrating efficacy of stem cell therapy. Such data may take five or ten
years to accumulate. In an effort to provide relief for patients suffering from
certain degenerative diseases that have been resistant to common modalities
of treatment, we are initiating pilot studies as experimental tests of treatment
effectiveness with very high numbers of adipose derived stem cells obtained
from fat. Adipose fat is an abundant and reliable source of stem cells.

The iBODY cell harvesting and isolation techniques allow patients to safely
receive their own autologous stem cells in extremely large quantities. Our
treatments are patient funded and we have endeavored successfully to make
it affordable. All of our sterile procedures are non-invasive and done under
local anesthesia. Patients who are looking for non-surgical alternatives to
their degenerative disorders can participate in our trials by filling out our
treatment application to determine if they are candidates. The iBODY is
proud to be a state of the art treatment center in the new field of
Regenerative Medicine.

CELL BANKING
We are contracted with a premier cryobank, for storing adipose tissue. This
enables a person to receive autologous stem cells at any time in the future
without having to repeat the liposuction procedure. Having your own stem
cells available for immediate medical use is a valuable medical asset.

WHAT IS ADULT STEM CELL?
This is a stem cell that already resides in one's body within different tissues. In
recent times, much work has been done isolating bone-marrow derived stem
cells. These are also known as “mesenchymal stem cells” because they come
from the mesodermal section of your body. They can differentiate into bone
and cartilage, and probably all other mesodermal elements, such as fat,
connective tissue, blood vessels, muscle and nerve tissue. Bone marrow stem
cells can be extracted and because they are low in numbers, they are usually
cultured in order to multiply their numbers for future use.
As it turns out, fat is also loaded with mesenchymal stem cells. In fact, it has
hundreds if not thousands of times more stem cells compared to bone
marrow.
Today, we actually have tools that allow us to separate the stem cells from
fat. Because most people have adequate fat supplies and the numbers of
stem cells are so great, there is no need to culture the cells over a period of
days and they can be used right away. Also, culturing and expanding stem
cells is not currently allowed in the United States.
Adult (NonEmbryonic) Mesenchymal Stem Cells are undifferentiated cells
that have the ability to replace dying cells and regenerate damaged tissue.
These special cells seek out areas of injury, disease and destruction where
they are capable of regenerating healthy cells and enabling a person’s natural
healing processes to be accelerated. As we gain a deeper understanding of
their medical function and apply this knowledge, we are realizing their
enormous therapeutic potential to help the body heal itself. Adult stem cells
have been used for a variety of medical treatments to repair and regenerate
acute and chronically damaged tissues in humans and animals. Many
reputable international centers are not only currently doing stem cell clinical
trials but they have been using stem cell therapy to treat various chronic
degenerative conditions as diverse as severe neurologic diseases, renal failure,
erectile dysfunction, degenerative orthopedic problems, and even cardiac
and pulmonary diseases to name a few. Adult stem cells appear to be
particularly effective at repairing cartilage in degenerated joints.

DOES THE IBODY USE ANY EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS?
No. Only adult mesenchymal stem cells are used. These cells are capable of
forming bone, cartilage, fat, muscle, ligaments, blood vessels, and certain
organs. Embryonic stem cells are associated with ethical considerations and
limitations.

WHAT ARE THE TOOLS OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE?
For the last eight years the iBODY has used bioidentical hormone pellet
therapy and other holistic supplements and medications to limit disease and
help the body repair itself. For example, hormone replacement therapy has,
in many cases, shown the ability to more optimally help the immune system
and thus help us repair diseased or injured tissues. Stem cell therapy is
another rapidly evolving and exciting area that has already shown
considerable promise in treating many degenerative conditions.

HOW DO ADULT STEM CELLS REGENERATE THE BODY?
These adult stem cells are known as “progenitor” cells. This means they
remain dormant (do nothing) unless they witness some level of tissue injury.
It’s the tissue injury that turns them on. So, when a person has a degenerative
type problem, the stem cells tend to go to that area of need and stimulate
the healing process. We’re still not sure if they simply change into the type of
injured tissue needed for repair or if they send out signals that induces the
repair by some other mechanism. Suffice it to say that there are multiple
animal models and a plethora of human evidence that indicates these are
significant reparative cells.

WHAT DISEASES AND PROBLEMS ARE CURRENTLY BEING
TREATED WITH STEM CELL AT THE IBODY?
Degenerative diseases such as Osteoarthritis, Fibromyalgia, Rheumatoid
Arthritis, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Asthma, Emphysema, Chronic Liver
Disease, Type I Diabetes, and Crohn’s Disease. Stem cell is also currently being
used for anti-aging purposes. Dr. Tostado will evaluate you and discuss
whether you’re a potential candidate for stem cell therapy. If after you’ve
been recommended for treatment, had an opportunity to understand the
potential risks and benefits, and decided on your own that you would like to
explore this avenue of treatment, then you can be considered for treatment.
Of course, even though it’s a minimally invasive procedure, you will still need
to be medically cleared for the procedure.

IS OUR PROCEDURE FDA-APPROVED?
NO. The FDA approves drugs or medical devices. Medical treatment in a
physicians office is not under FDA Regulation but under the supervision of
the Medical Board. The iBODY treatments and procedures fall under the
category of physician’s practice of medicine, wherein the physician and
patient are free to consider their chosen course of treatment. The FDA does
have guidelines about treatment and manipulation of a patient’s own tissues.
At the iBODY, we meet these guidelines by providing same-day treatment
with the patient’s own cells that undergo very minimal manipulation and are
inserted during the same procedure.

WHY DOES THE iBODY TAKE A MULTISPECIALTY
TREATMENT APPROACH TO REGENERATIVE MEDICINE?
Patients suffer from many varieties of degenerative illnesses. There may be
conditions associated with nearly all aspects of the body. Board certified
specialists, such as Dr. Tostado, are ideal to evaluate, recommend and/or
treat, and subsequently follow your progress. At the iBODY, we work to
coordinate and provide therapy – mainly with your own stem cells, but also
through other avenues of regenerative medicine. This could include hormone
replacement therapy or other appropriate recommendations such as
detoxification, weight loss, nutritional supplementation or an exercise
program. Nonetheless, we believe stem cell therapy to be the likely
foundation for regenerative treatment.
It should also be noted, that all treatments are currently undergoing clinical
trials. While we recognize our patients are seeking improvement in their
condition through stem cell therapy, each treatment is part of an ongoing
clinical research to establish optimal parameters for treatment, to evaluate
for effectiveness and for any adverse effects. It is essential that patients
understand they are participating in this type of therapy.

WHAT TYPES OF SPECIALTY IS REPRESENTED AT IBODY?
Dr. Tostado is Board Certified physisican in Family Medicine. Dr. Tosdado
received specialized training in stem cell harvesting and isolation techniques
through US Stem Cell.

WHY DO PATIENTS REQUEST STEM CELL TREATMENT?
Many have been told that they require surgery or other risky treatments for
their ailments and are looking for non-invasive options. Some have heard
about the compelling testimonials about stem cells in the literature and on
various websites. The iBODY gives a choice to those informed patients who
seek modern regenerative therapy but desire convenience, quality and
affordability. The iBODY fills a need for those patients who have been told
that they have to travel to different countries and pay as much as twenty to
one hundred thousand dollars for stem cell treatments off shore.

ONCE A CANDIDATE IS SELECTED FOR TREATMENT, HOW
DOES THE IBODY OBTAIN A PERSON’S STEM CELLS?
Stem cells are harvested and deployed during the same procedure. Our
patients undergo a minimally-invasive liposuction type of harvesting
procedure performed by Dr. Tostado and his assistant physicians. Dr. Tostado
has undergone extensive training and certification in stem cell harvesting and
isolation techniques. The harvesting procedure generally lasts 30-60 minutes
and can be done under local anesthesia. Cells are then processed and are
ready for deployment within 90 minutes or less.

WHY DOES THE iBODY USE LIPOSUCTIONED FAT RATHER
THAN BONE MARROW AS A SOURCE OF STEM CELLS?
Bone marrow sampling (a somewhat uncomfortable procedure) yields
approximately 5,000 – 60,000 cells that are then cultured over several days to
yield, perhaps, a few million cells prior to deployment (injection into the
patient). Recent advances in stem cell science have made it possible to
obtain high numbers of very excellent quality multi-potent cells, which are
able to form numerous other tissues from a person’s own liposuction fat.
The iBODY uses state of the art stem cell technology to process this fat.
Normally, the extraction of 100cc’s of fat will yield 50 million to 1 billion stem
cells; therefore, it is possible to obtain enough fat from one liposuction
procedure for more than one stem cell treatment. Surplus stem cell-rich fat
can thus be safely banked with a premier cryobank.

HOW IS THE FAT OBTAINED?
iBODY patients have their fat (usually abdominal) harvested in our special
sterile treatment facility under a local anesthetic. The fat removal procedure
lasts approximately 30 minutes. Specially designed equipment is used to
harvest the fat cells and less than 100cc of fat is required. Post-operative
discomfort is minimal and there is minimal restriction on activity.

HOW DOES THE iBODY CONTROL STERILITY IN THE
PROCESSING OF THE STEM CELLS?
Stem cells are harvested under sterile conditions using a special “closed
system” technology so that the cells never come into contact with the
environment throughout the entire process from removal to deployment.
Sterile technique and antibiotics are also used to prevent infection.

DOES THE iBODY USE STEM CELLS FROM ANY OTHER
ANIMAL SOURCE OR PERSON?
No. Only a person’s own adult autologous cells are used. These are harvested
from each individual and deployed back into their own body. There is no risk
of contamination or risk of introduction of mammalian DNA into the
treatments.

WHY DO SOME STEM CELL FACILITIES AROUND THE WORLD
REQUIRE DAYS TO WEEKS BEFORE REMOVAL OF
MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS UNTIL REINSERTION INTO THE
PATIENT?
These facilities are obtaining stem cells from bone marrow or blood in
relatively small quantities and they are then culturing (growing) the cells to
create adequate quantities. Research seems to indicate that success of
treatment is directly related to the quantity of cells injected. The iBODY uses
adipose derived stem cells that are abundant naturally at approximately
2,500 times levels found in bone marrow (the most common source of
mesenchymal stem cells). The iBODY uses technology that isolates adipose
stem cells in vast numbers in a short time span so that prolonged culturing is
unnecessary and cells can be deployed into a patient within 90 minutes of
harvesting.

SOME STEM CELL TREATMENT CENTERS MAKE
EXTRAORDINARY CLAIMS ABOUT THEIR SUCCESS IN THE
TREATMENT OF VARIOUS PROBLEMS. WHY DOESN’T THE
IBODY?
FDA regulations mandate that no advertising medical claims be made. We
carefully comply by the FDA’s rules and regulations as to what claims can or
can’t be made at this time relevant to Stem Cell Therapy and current
research.

CAN STEM CELLS TREAT CANCER?
No. Many are confused by this because they have heard of cancer patients
receiving “stem cell transplants.” These patients had ablative bone marrow
therapy and need stem cells to re-populate their blood and marrow. This is
different from the stem cells we deploy to treat noncancerous human
diseases at the iBODY.

ARE THERE REPORTS OF AUTOLOGOUS ADIPOSE DERIVED
ADULT MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS HARMING ANY
HUMANS OR ANIMALS?
We know of no documented cases personally or in the literature where
serious harm has resulted.

WHAT CLAIMS ARE CURRENTLY MADE BY THE IBODY
ABOUT WHAT STEM CELL THERAPY CAN DO FOR YOU?
None. Our aim is to make cell based medicine available to patients who are
interested and to provide ongoing follow-up with our patients as to their
symptoms regarding a degenerative condition and their pain level after the
stem cell treatment. We will follow-up with our stem cell patients progress
through various means such as lab test, x-rays, CT scans and physical
examinations. This will enable us to accumulate significant data about the
various degenerative diseases we treat. We are aware of a lot of stories about
marked improvement of a variety of conditions, but we make no claims
about the intended treatment

HOW ARE THE CELLS DEPLOYED INTO A PATIENT?
Depending on the type of treatment required, stem cells can be injected
through veins, arteries, into spinal fluid, subcutaneously, or directly into joints
or organs. All of these are considered minimally invasive methods of
introducing the stem cells. Stem cells injected intravenously are known to
“seek out and find” areas of tissue damage and migrate to that location thus
potentially providing regenerative healing. Intravenously injected stem cells
have been shown to have the capability of crossing the “blood-brain barrier”
to enter the central nervous system and they can be identified in the patient’s
body many months after deployment.

CAN I BE EXPECTED TO IMPROVE AFTER STEM CELL
TREATMENT AT THE IBODY?
Different conditions are treated in different ways and there are different
degrees of success. If the goal is regeneration of joint cartilage, one may not
see expected results until several months after treatment. Some patients may
not experience significant improvement and others may see dramatic
regeneration of damaged tissue or resolution of disease. Many of the
disorders and problems that Dr. Tostado is treating represents pioneering
work and there is a lack of conclusive medical data. FDA regulations prevent
the iBODY from making any claims about expectations for success, however,
if you are chosen for treatment, it will be explained that we believe stem cell
therapy may be beneficial.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO SEE IMPROVEMENT?
Stem cell therapy relies on the body’s own regenerative healing to occur. The
regenerative process may take time, particularly with orthopedic patients,
who may not see results for several months. In some diseases, more
immediate responses are possible.

IS EVERYONE A CANDIDATE?
No. Only certain medical problems are currently being treated at the iBODY.
All patients need to be medically stable enough to have the treatment in our
facility. Some patients may be declined due to the severity of their problem.
Other patients may not have conditions appropriate to treat or may not
benefit from stem cell treatment.

ARE ANY PATIENTS AUTOMATICALLY EXCLUDED?
Yes. Patients with uncontrolled cancer are excluded. If you have an active
infection anywhere in your body you must be treated first. Severely ill
patients may require special consideration. Also, anyone with a bleeding
disorder or who takes blood thinning medications requires special evaluation
before consideration for stem cells.

WHO DECIDES WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
Dr. Tostado will make a determination based on your history and exam,
studies, and current research findings. Dr. Tostado has started treating only
his existing patients. Most of these patients have been under her care for an
extended period of time using bioidentical hormone pellet therapy,
detoxification, nutritional supplementation and other antiaging therapies and
protocols developed by Dr. Tostado.

WHAT IS THE COST OF CONSULTATION AND TREATMENT?
Patients who are considered to be candidates based on information provided
in the candidate application form will be invited for a complimentary
consultation with Dr. Tostado. The cost varies between $10,000.00- $20,000.00
depending on the disease state being treated and the number of treatments
required.

WILL MEDICAL INSURANCE COVER THE STEM CELL
TREATMENT?
Unfortunately, insurance generally will not cover the actual cost of stem cell
treatment in most cases since stem cell therapy is still under clinical trials.

WHAT DOES THE COST OF PROCEDURE INCLUDE?
The fee covers fat cell harvesting, cell preparation, and stem cell deployment.
The fee also covers the follow-up visits with Dr. Tostado (approximately 2
visits) 1-3 months apart.

CAN EXTRA STEM CELLS BE SAVED FOR FUTURE USE
SHOULD AN IMMEDIATE NEED ARISE?
Stem cells can be cryopreserved in the form of liposuctioned fat for
prolonged periods of time. Currently, this service is outsourced to a cryobank
provider known to have excellent quality control. Many patients have been
inquiring about banking cells while they are still young since stem cell
numbers drop naturally with each decade of life and some advocate
obtaining and saving cells to be used later in life as needed.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS ARE REQUIRED?
Most patients, especially those with orthopedic conditions, require only one
to two treatments. Certain types of degenerative conditions, particularly autoimmune disease, may respond best to a series of stem cell treatments. The
number and necessity of any additional treatments would be decided on a
case by case basis. Financial consideration is given in these instances.

DR ROBERTO TOSTADO
Dr. Roberto Tostado has been a preeminent medical doctor for over 25 years.
He is a Board Certified physician in Family
Medicine, Regenerative Medicine and
Anti-Aging Medicine. He is certified by
the American Academy of Restorative
Medicine and is currently a Fellow of
Nutritional and Digestive Medicine. He
has also received specialized training in
stem cell harvesting and isolation
techniques from US Stem Cell and has
many satisfied patients from this new
treatment.
His credentials include degrees from
Columbia University, the University of
Michigan Medical School and the USC
Medical Residency at the California Medical Center. His multiple
levels of medical education and years of personal medical practice
treating many different ailments has lead him to be a renowned
provider of many different medical modalities for his patients.
In 2005 he decided to begin his own practice in San Marino, California
and chose the name iBody to reflect an emphasis on the total patient
not just any one ailment. His successful approach toward treating the
entire person has become well known and a welcome approach by
his patients. Dr. Tostado and the iBody staff uses stem cell treatment,
bio-identical hormone therapy, detoxification treatments and
medically supervised weight loss treatments for thousands of patients
with positive and life changing results. These therapies and
treatments have stopped and/or reversed patients with low energy,
metabolic issues, diabetes, high blood pressure and many other
ailments formerly treated with only medication.
His many patient testimonials have shown how using these
modalities his patients can change their own lives and begin a new
and healthier lifestyle.
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